Dear Pharmacy Student,

Welcome to the School of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences at Trinity. My colleagues and I wish you well as you start your third level education. In order to help you adjust to life as a pharmacy student, the School has planned a special pharmacy orientation session. All incoming Junior Fresh Pharmacy students are asked to attend Lecture Theatre LTEE1 in the basement of the Panoz Institute starting at 9.30 am on Wednesday, 4th September.

Orientation Programme

9.30 am  Introduction by the Head of the School of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences.

9.35 - 10.30 am  Introduction to the Pharmacy degree course by the academic staff of the School of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences.


11.30 – 11.45 am  Niamh McMahon, MPSI
St. James Hospital
"Hospital Pharmacy"

11.45 – 12.00 pm  Clare Fitzell, MPSI
Irish Pharmacy Union
"The Challenge of Community Practice"

12.00 – 12.15 pm  Lorraine Nolan, MPSI
LEO Pharma
"The Pharmaceutical Industry"
12.15 – 12.30 pm  Conor O’Leary, MPSI  
The Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland  
“Role of the PSI and Professional Ethics”

12.30 – 12.45 pm  IT Induction Session

12.45 – 1.00 pm  Lab coat fitting  
**Break for Lunch**

1.45 – 2.00 pm  Alanna Hynes, President of the Dublin University  
Pharmaceutical Students Association (DUPSA)

1.55 – 2.00 pm  Alanna Hynes – process of class rep election

2.00 - 3.30 pm  S2S Induction Session

Please bring €30 (exact change would be much appreciated) for the purchase of lab manuals, spatula and goggles, which are required for the first lab practical in the first week of teaching term.

I hope that you will find this session of benefit to you and I look forward to meeting you on 4th September.

_____________________________

John J. Walsh, B.A., PH.D.  
Assoc. Professor  
Director of Teaching and Learning (Undergraduate)  
School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences  
Trinity College Dublin

For further information regarding Orientation Day please contact:

The School Office  
Email: oshauge@tcd.ie  
Tel: 01 896 2809